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Abstract: A compressive sensing (CS) based mobile video communication system is proposed to meet the 
requirement that video service needs low-complexity video encoder in the mobile internet. In this system, the 
mobile client uses CS based video encoder having low computational complexity and power, and then its output 
bit-stream is decoded using CS recovery algorithm in the fixed base station or network server. The decoded 
video signal is transformed again as bits by the traditional H.264/MPEG video encoder, and the central base 
station transmits them to mobile clients so as to realizing low-complexity video decoding. The simulation 
experiments show that the proposed CS based mobile video communication system has the better rate-distortion 
performance, and can ensure high quality video reconstruction at low measurement rates.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the rapid development of mobile internet, 
new requirements of multimedia applications come to 
the stage, such as some mobile social network 
platforms (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) commonly offer 
uploading and downloading services of music, 
images and videos to users for feeling free to share 
the novelty of life with their friends. However, the 
multimedia data must be compressed in the mobile 
client so as to ensure quick and reliable data 
transmission on account of the limited network 
bandwidth. For music, text and image containing 
smaller data, current traditional compression 
technology has already allowed that mobile client can 
upload and download data quickly, and the encoding 
requires low computational complexity and can not 

waste a mount of electric energy. But, the traditional 
video compression technology based on hybrid 
coding framework, such as H.264 or MEPG, is often 
5 to 10 times more complex than decoder and not fit 
for video applications in mobile communication 
system. The mobile video communication system 
requires the low complexity encoder since mobile 
client has the limited computational capability, 
memory capacity and power consumption, and the 
base station makes it having the higher complexity 
decoder. The solution for this situation is to find the 
“light encoding and complex decoding” video codec 
framework and use it to construct the mobile video 
communication system having the high-efficient 
compression performance and better error resiliency. 

Recently, the appearance of compressive 
sensing (CS) offers a new idea for the construction of 
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mobile video communication system. CS theory 
demonstrates that signals which have sparse 
representation under some transform domain can be 
sampled at sub-Nyquist rates via linear projection 
onto a random basis while still enabling exact 
reconstruction of the original signal, which provides 
the potential of dramatic reduction of computation 
complexity in video compression [1]. With a 
combination of CS theory and distributed video 
coding (DVC) system [2], this paper a mobile video 
commutation system being appropriate for video 
applications in mobile internet. This system 
effectively reduces the complexity of video encoder 
and allows the mobile client to do video call or 
uploading/downloading service with rapid speed and 
power saving. In addition, the proposed system can 
also ensure the high quality video reconstruction. 

 
 

2. The Fundamentals of CS 
 

Based on the groundbreaking work of Candes [3] 
and Donoho [4], the CS theory reveals, in a pleasant 
surprise, the possibility of reconstructing a signal 
from a small number of random measurements, as 
long as the signal has the a sparse representation in 
some transform domain. To make the CS theory into 
practice, it requires three factors: sparsity or 
compressibility, incoherent sampling and optimal 
reconstruction algorithm. Among these factors, 
sparsity or compressibility is the essential condition 
of CS, the optimal reconstruction algorithm is the 
method to recovery signal and incoherent sampling is 
to guarantee the constringency of reconstruction 
algorithm. The mathematical model of CS is depicted 
as follows: 

Suppose x is a 1-D discrete signal with length N 
(If the signal is 2-D image, it will be transformed as 
1-D signal through raster scanning). It has K-sparse 
representation vector α under the certain transform 
basis which can consist of a matrix Ψ = [ψ1, ψ2, …, 
ψL]. M column vectors φi generated randomly are 
arranged as the matrix Φ = [φ1

T; φ2
T;…; φM

T] in row, 
and do the following matrix operation,  

 
 y Φ x , (1) 

 
where the column vector y with length M, the vector 
φi and the matrix Φ are called as observation vector, 
measurement vector and measurement matrix 
respectively. The formula (1) is also addressed as 
incoherent sampling since Φ and Ψ are highly 
incoherent. When the Gaussian random matrix is 
used as the measurement matrix, depending on the 
sparsity or compressibility of the signal, if satisfying 
the condition that M ≥ O(K·ln(N/K)), the following 
formula: 
 

0 2arg min  || ||   . .  || ||opt s t   
α

α α y ΦΨα  (2)

can obtain the optimal representation vector αopt of 
original signal x. Therefore, the original signal x can 
be estimated within a tolerant error range, that is, 
 

opt optx Ψα  (3) 
 

In order to avoid the high storage of measurement 
matrix, we can use (1) to incoherently sample every 
block in each frame of video signal [5]. Suppose the 
block size is B and the length of observation vector of 
each block is MB, the computational complexity of 
using CS sampling to encode video signal is O 
(MB·B2). Therefore, the CS based video encoder can 
effectively reduce the computational complexity, and 
the processing of encoder is only sample the inner 
product of matrix and vector, and the encoding also 
avoids some complex modules in traditional video 
encoder, e.g. motion estimation, so that it can be 
realized easily using software or hardware in mobile 
client. 

 
 

3. The Design of CS Based Mobile Video 
Communication System 

 
3.1. System Framework 
 

The framework of CS based mobile video 
communication system is described in Fig. 1. After 
acquiring the video signal, the mobile client firstly 
uses the low complex CS based video encoder to 
compress it and transmit the bit stream to the fixed 
base station. Then, in terms of different terminals, the 
bit stream is properly transformed: if the terminal is 
cellphone, the base station uses the CS based video 
decoder to recovery video signal and then perform 
the complex traditional H.264/MPEG video encoder 
to transform the decoded signal as new bit stream, the 
cellphone will receive these bits and use simple 
H.264/MPEG video decoder to recovery video signal; 
if the terminal is PC, the base station will transmit 
directly the bit stream to the corresponding server via 
the Internet, and the server owning powerful 
computing performs the CS based video decoder to 
reconstruct the video signal and uses H.264/MPEG 
video encoder to regenerate bits, these bits are 
transmitted again to PC and transformed as the video 
signal by H.264/MPEG decoder. From the above 
content, we can see that the proposed video 
communication system shifts compute-intensive jobs 
that CS based decoding and H.264/MPEG encoding 
to the fixed base station or web servers, however, the 
mobile client or PC having the limited computing 
ability and power consumption performs CS based 
encoding and H.264/MPEG decoding with light 
burden. Therefore, our system can reduce 
computational burden of mobile client on the premise 
that the video bandwidth can be effectively 
suppressed, and this system is able to ensure high-
quality video communication and brings the better 
user experience. 
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Fig. 1. The framework of CS based mobile video communication system. 
 
 

3.2. CS Based Video Encoder 
 

The composition block diagram of CS based 
video encoder is shown in Fig. 2. Original video 
signal is firstly divided into key frames and non-key 
frames. For key frames, each block will be sampled 
at a high measurement rate which is defined as the 
ratio of measurement number MBi to length B2, that 
is, block measurement rate is RBi = MBi/B

2. For non-
key frames, each block is sampled at the lower 

measurement rate than key frames. In order to fully 
capture the information of non-key frames, the 
measurement number of each block will be allocated 
adaptively according to image feature. Since each CS 
observation value has the same amount of 
information, they can be quantified uniformly and 
encoded as bit stream by using adaptive arithmetic 
encoding [6]. The strategy to adaptively allocate the 
measurement number of non-key frame is 
specifically described as follows: 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The block diagram of CS based video encoder. 
 
 

Step 1) Local variance of each block can 
commonly reveal its complexity of image details: 
smooth block has a low variance; edge block has the 
medium variance; texture block has a high variance. 
When using CS reconstruction algorithm to recovery 
each block, the smooth block requires the less CS 
measurement number than edge block and texture 
block. Therefore, the measurement number can be 
properly allocated in terms of the variance. Then, the 
local variance of each block xi can be computed by 
the formula 

2

2 2 2
2

1

1
( )

1

B

xi ij i
j

S x B x
B 

 
  , (4) 

 

where xij represents the pixel value of image block xi, 

the mean ix  of image block is calculated by the 

formula: 
 

2

2
1

1 B

i ij
j

x x
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   (5) 
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Step 2) Suppose the total measurement number of 
each frame and total number of image block are M 
and n respectively. The measurement number MBi of 
each block can be computed by the formula 

 
2

Bi
2

1

xi
n

xi
i

S
M M

S


 


 

(6) 

 
Step 3) The maximum number of CS 

measurements of each block is set to be 0.9B2. We 
will find those blocks having more CS measurements 
than the upper limit and restrict their measurements 
as 0.9B2. Then, the rest of CS measurements are 
uniformly given to those blocks which are not 
beyond the upper limit 0.9B2. After relocation of CS 
measurements, some blocks can exceed the upper 
limit once again, thus the above process will be 
repeated until all blocks are limited within 0.9B2. In 

this way, we can get the final number MBi of CS 
measurements of each block. 

Step 4) According to the different measurement 
number of each block, the corresponding random 
Gaussian matrix ΦBi is constructed. Finally, the 
observation vector of each block will be obtained by 
the formula (1). 
 
 
3.3. CS Based Video Decoder 
 

The composition block diagram of CS based 
video decoder is shown in Fig. 3. After CS bit stream 
is entropy decoded and inverse-quantified, the key 
frame is reconstructed independently using the 
formula (2) on account of its high measurement rate. 
To reconstruct the non-key frame approaching the 
quality of key frame, the non-key frame needs to 
exploit the redundant information of the previous and 
following frames. The processing of decoding is 
described in detail as follows. 

 
 

ix̂

 
 

Fig. 3. The block diagram of CS based video decoder. 
 
 

Step 1) Suppose the current frame is x, xi 

represents the non-overlapping image block with size 
of B×B, and the corresponding observation vector is 
yi. A spatial window size of ±b pixels about the 
current block xi is used as the search space for 

finding the b2 candidate blocks hj to generate the 
matrix Hi = [h1,h2,…]. Depending on the multi-
hypothesis prediction proposed by in Ref. [7], the 
side information (SI) xSIi can be computed by the 
following formulas, 

 
 

SIi i ix H w  (7) 

  
T 2 T 1

i Bi i Bi i Bi i i(( ) ( ) (0.25) ) ( )T  w Φ H Φ H Γ Γ Φ H y  (8) 

  

2i Bi 1 i Bi 2 i Bi2 2 b 2
( , , , )diag   Γ y Φ h y Φ h y Φ h  (9) 

 
  

Step 2) We use the SI xSIi of each block to 
calculate the observation vector yri of the residual 
between SI and original block, that is, 

 

ri Bi i SIi i Bi SIi( )   y Φ x x y Φ x  (10) 

 

Step 3) The formula (2) is performed to 
reconstruct the residual xri, and then the current block 
is estimated by the following formula, 

 

i ri SIi
ˆ  x x x  (11) 
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4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 

We use the MATLAB 7.6 simulation software to 
test the performance of the proposed CS based 
mobile video communication system, and setting the 
following parameters: the block size B = 16, the 
search radius b = B/2, the SPL algorithm proposed by 
Ref. [8] is used to solve the formula (2), the 
transform basis selects Dual-tree Discrete Wavelet 
(DDWT), and the measurement rate of key frames is 
set to 0.7. The test signals are the first 60 frames of 
four CIF video sequences: Foreman, Mobile, Bus and 
News, and the key frame frequency is set to one key 
frame every two frames. Table.1 shows the average 
PSNR of the reconstructed non-key frames at the 
measurement rate of 0.1 to 0.5, and we can see that 

the average PSNR of sequences Foreman and News 
having large static area and slow motions reaches up 
to 35 dB at the low measurement rate 0.1 and 
increases as the measurement rate rise. When the 
measurement rate is 0.5, the PSNR value is about 40 
dB and close to faithful recovery. For the sequences 
Mobile, Bus having abundant details and fast 
motions, the average PSNR of reconstructed video 
signal is slightly low and between 23 dB and 34 dB. 
The system can still ensure high quality of these 
sequences. Fig. 4 illustrates the subjective quality of 
the 13th frame in Foreman sequence at the 
measurement rate 0.1, it can be observed that the 
reconstructed frame has still a better subjective 
quality. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Average PSNR of non-key frames at the different measurement rate. 
 
Measurement Rate 

Sequences 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Foreman 34.69 36.78 38.04 39.03 40.00 
Mobile 23.87 26.39 28.00 29.21 30.37 
Bus 26.16 28.80 30.65 32.18 33.70 
News 37.15 38.57 39.36 39.87 40.29 

 
 

  
 

(a) Original (13th frame). 
 

(b) The reconstructed non-key frame. 
 

Fig. 4. The subjective quality of the reconstructed 13th frame in Foreman at the measurement rate 0.1. 
 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

A CS based mobile video communication 
system is proposed in this paper. In this system, 
mobile client uses CS based video encoder to 
realize video compression. The CS based video 
encoder can effectively reduce the computational 
burden and power consumption of encoding since it 
directly performs the simple incoherent sampling 
but removes the complex motion estimation. The 
output bit stream of CS based video encoder is 
recovered in the fixed base station or web server, 
and the reconstructed video signal is transformed to 
the bit stream again by using the complex 
H.264/MEPG video encoder. Then, the mobile 
client will receive the bit stream and use the 
H.264/MEPG video decoder having the low 
computational complexity to reconstruct the video 

signal, so this system also ensure that video 
decoding has light computational burden and low 
power consumption. Simulation results show that 
the proposed CS based mobile video 
communication system has the better rate-distortion 
performance, and can ensure high quality video 
reconstruction at low measurement rates. 
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